A survey of clinicians' practice in the symptomatic treatment of ALS.
Symptomatic management is the mainstay of ALS patient care, but there are few controlled trials of drugs and interventions for common symptoms. We queried ALS clinic neurologists to determine drugs and interventions of choice and neurologists' perceived efficacy for 14 symptoms. The results are tabulations of the physicians' four most frequent choices for each symptom, the physicians' perception of efficacy, the average doses and average daily costs. A wide range of drugs and interventions were nominated for management of ALS symptoms. Consensus on treatment was rare for individual symptoms, and efficacy for any symptom was judged moderate at best. A few drugs were recommended for multiple symptoms. Comparisons of perceived efficacy compared to drug costs are informative. The results of the survey emphasize the challenges of symptom management in ALS. These data aid clinical management and guide rational choices for randomized controlled trials.